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Farming has not changed significantly in thousands of years. We s ll go about blanke ng the
ground with acres and acres of crops far away from the people who eat it.
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Abstract

“We now have to talk and bring the green movement into our food supply. We will find a place in
NY to do this,” states Sco Stringer, Manha an Borough President.1

allowing them cheaper, organic, disease-free crops. The supply structure of the agricultural industry
needs a big change. It is no longer becoming economical due to popula on increases, crop failures,
fuel prices, and dealing with the changing outer environment. Erec ng a farm that is close in

Abstract

The concept is to design a ver cal farm tower which will feed thousands of local residents,

proximity to the people which it serves is the way to bring a quick and las ng transforma on to the
industry of food produc on.

SKY-FIELD

Justin White
iv

Whenever I turn on the television, the first sta on to check is the rather new channel, Planet
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Introduction

Green. If the show “Renova on Na on” is on, I am immediately entranced not moving un l the
episode is over. I find it exci ng to watch as the host travels from house to house to either explore
or teach all new green construc on prac ces and technologies. It is amazing to reveal the many
know about. These some mes quick fixes can show the homeowner drama c savings whether it be
through energy consump on or water conserva on. Advances in technology are allowing us to make
a large stride towards oﬀ-the-grid sustainable living, it is just a commitment in educa ng the public
that these prac ces exist and are proven successful.

Introduction

inven ve techniques and products that are available on the market that people simply just don’t

My fascina on with the environment and how we as humans are having such an impact on earth
ma er of changing peoples’ habits and usual lifestyles. The only way to do this is to design and build
diﬀerent value system can become a true catalyst for change.

Justin White

something that accomplishes this goal. A constructed alterna ve which eﬀec vely operates within a

1
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has led me to this project. People can turn around and stop their nega ve eﬀects on the planet; it is a
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Problem Statement
The year is 2050. 80% of the popula on, which has grown from 6.8
billion to 9 billion, is living in urban centers like New York. Food is not
scarce yet certainly not cheap.2 Gasoline prices have tripled since the
year 2000 and have aﬀected every market due to transporta on costs.
The popula on increase has sprawled out west over a great amount of what was previously farmland.
Because of this, total cost of food importa on from neighboring countries

Problem
Statement

has gone from 40 billion back in 2002 to over 80 billion in 2007, increasing
prices in the local grocery store even more.3 The middle class is struggling to
purchase the basic necessi es of life.
Certainly this has not yet happened, but it is becoming a possibility if
which is roughly 20% more land than the area of Brazil, will be needed to grow enough food to feed the
increase in popula on. As of today, 80% of the land suitable for raising
crops is currently in use.4 15% of that land is wasted because of poor

Justin White
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standard prac ces are resistant to change. By the year 2050 an es mated 2.5 trillion acres of new land,

2

management of the crops.
It is not just the increase in popula on and transporta on costs
that are having an eﬀect on our food. Deforesta on keeps on; clearing

increased, giving rise to higher temperatures in certain climate zones.
These areas now experience more droughts or in some cases more flooding
than usual. Pes cides that are being used are con nuously ge ng stronger
because insects develop be er resistance. Also, it is es mated that only
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more land for more farms. Because of this clearing, global warming has

5% of all pes cide sprayed actually hits its intended weed and pest targets.5
The rest is either absorbed into the ground, into the water supply, or into
the food which we eat.

ideologies from diﬀerent cultures and socie es. These ideas are then
changed or evolved through research and through the advancement in
technology. With all these discoveries every profession has achieved
incredible breakthroughs in every possible way. Farming, on the other

Problem
Statement

Civiliza on has gone on for thousands of years with all sorts of

hand, hasn’t really changed in the overall spectrum. Of course farming has gained be er eﬃciency
farm is s ll planted in a horizontal fashion blanke ng the landscape. That
is not eﬃcient.

farming not even touched the 3rd dimension?

Justin White

Technology allows us to build higher and higher into the sky. Why has

3
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and mass produc on but has the ideology of the occupa on altered in any manner? Not really. The

Project statement – Tells the design proposal and what it includes.
Understanding Hydroponics – Talks about the fundamentals of hydroponics.
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Outline

Advantages of Hydroponics – Gives the benefits of using hydroponic technology.
Advantages of VerƟcal Farming – Tells specifically the pros of farming in a tower structure.
Related ArƟcles – Ar cles reinforcing this proposal.
Program – Delegates the users as well as programma c areas and square footages. Gives detail to
which species of crops are to be considered for growing in the building.
Site IdenƟficaƟon – Explains the iden fied site and ra onale.
Environmental Summary Report – Deals with site condi ons rela ve to zoning and code

Outline

Problem Themes/Architectural IntenƟons – Shows the main themes and architectural ideas.

requirements.
Precedent Analysis – Features several similar projects of which are par cular interest.
Process SchemaƟc Design – Second phase of development to the project.
Process Design Development – Third phase of development to the project.
Conclusion – Explains final thoughts.
Bibliography – Shows all sited informa on.

Justin White

Final PresentaƟon – Final presenta on drawings.
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Process Conceptual Design – First phase of development to the project.

The idea is to create a tower of farming which will support the needs of thousands of local residents.
Instead of using large expanses of horizontal space, that same area can be stacked on top of each other
into a sustainable and prac cal way in any urban environment, resul ng in the same farming over a much
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Project Statement

smaller footprint. The incorpora on of the most state of the art technologies as well as new sustainable
prac ces will need to be researched and u lized. Part of the proposal will include the use of hydroponics,
which is the growing of plants in nutrient mineral water rather than soil. First, there are an extraordinary
number of benefits for using technologies such as hydroponics. Secondly, combining this technology with
Farming will not be the only aspect of the project. A large marketplace will be incorporated so that
the building can sell its products to its intended buyers, the neighboring 20,000 residents of Stuyvesant
Town. To reinforce the marketplace with addi onal a rac on, rentable vendor spaces will accompany

Project
Statement

the no on of a ver cal farming structure brings to light even more benefits.

the market area. Also, public ammeni es will be added such as restaurants and retail areas. Lastly,
an agricultural school will be included so that students of the future will become more aware of the
The building will have an impact on the people near its surroundings. It is a challenge to change
fresh and organic produce, but by suppor ng local produc on, it will help to change the current food
supply structure.
In total, the ver cal farm will respond to the site context as most beneficial as possible to change the
lifestyle of people and the industry of agriculture.

Justin White

peoples’ habits of shopping at the grocery store, and instead shopping at a farmer’s market to purchase

7
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environmental challenges the human species has placed on the planet.
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Understanding Hydroponics
Hydroponics origina ng from the Greek words hydro water and ponos – labor, is a way of growing plants u lizing
nutrient solu ons rather than soil. Plants can be grown with
their roots in either a mineral nutrient solu on only or have
In the late 19th century, plant physiology researchers
discovered that plants absorb their essen al mineral
nutrients as inorganic ions in water. Naturally, soil acts as
a nutrient reservoir and is not itself in any way essen al
to plant growth. When these nutrients absorb into the soil,
plants are able to extract them. When nutrients are ar ficially
introduced into the plant’s water supply, soil is no longer
needed for the plant to develop.6
Today, hydroponics is an established branch of science.

Justin White
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Understanding
Hydroponics

an addi onal component such as gravel or mineral wool.

8

There has been rapid progress and results from many
countries proving it very prac cal over tradi onal methods
of hor culture. These par cular examples come from the
Emirates Hydroponic Farms in Abu Dhabi.7

Possibly the greatest advantage to hydroponics is the
increased yield of crops. These large increases due
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Advantages of Hydroponics

to hydroponics versus that of soil are because of a
combina on of several factors outlined in the following
pages. Shown in the table below are the vast diﬀerences in
yielding per acre of many diﬀerent vegetables. Tomatoes
produc on occurring.

Table: Comparative Yields Per Acre in Soil and Soilless Culture8
Crop

Soil

9
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1,550lb
21tons
9tons
4,100lb
5,000lb
2,500lb
12tons
70tons
18,000lb
21,000lb
60Ͳ300tons
28,000lb

Justin White

Soya................................................................. 600lb..............................................................
Beans............................................................... 5tons..............................................................
Peas................................................................. 1ton................................................................
Wheat.............................................................. 600lb..............................................................
Rice.................................................................. 1,000lb...........................................................
Oats................................................................. 1,000lb...........................................................
Beets............................................................... 4tons..............................................................
Potatoes.......................................................... 8tons..............................................................
Cabbage.......................................................... 13,000lb.........................................................
Lettuce............................................................ 9,000lb...........................................................
Tomatoes........................................................ 5Ͳ10tons.........................................................
Cucumbers...................................................... 7,000lb...........................................................

Soilless

Adv. of
Hydroponics

benefit the most with a whopping 30 mes more

Fall ‘09 Thesis
Adv. of
Hydroponics
Justin White
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Table: Advantages of Soilless Culture versus Soil Culture9
CulturalPractice

Soil

Soilless

1

Sterilizationofgrowing Steam,chemicalfumigants;laborͲ
medium
intensive;timerequiredislengthy,
minimumof2Ͳ3weeks

Steam,chemicalfumigantswith
somesystems;otherscanuse
simplybleachorHCl;shorttime
neededtosterilize.

2

Plantnutrition

Highlyvariable,localized
deficiencies,oftenunavailableto
plantsduetopoorsoilstructureof
pH,unstableconditions,difficultto
sample,testandadjust.

Completelycontrolled,relatively
stable,homogeneoustoallplants,
readilyavailableinsufficient
quantities,goodcontrolofpH,
easilytested,sampledand
adjusted.

3

Plantspacing

Limitedbysoilnutritionand
availablelight.

Limitedonlybyavailablelight;
thereforecloserspacingispossible;
increasednumberofplantsper
unitarea,thereforemoreefficient
useofspacewhichresultsin
greateryieldsperunitarea.

4

Weedcontrol,
cultivation

Weedspresent,cultivateregularly.

Noweeds,nocultivation.

6

Water

Plantsoftensubjectedtowater
stressduetopoorsoilͲwater
relations,soilstructureandlow
waterͲholdingcapacity.Saline
waterscannotbeused.Inefficient
useofwater;muchislostasdeep
percolationpasttheplantroot
zoneandalsobyevaporationfrom
thesoilsurface.

Nowaterstress.Complete
automationbyuseofmoistureͲ
sensingdevicesandafeedͲback
controlmechanism;reduceslabor
costs,canuserelativelyhighsaline
waters,efficientwateruse,noloss
ofwatertopercolationbeyond
rootzoneorsurfaceevaporation;if
managedproperly,waterloss
shouldequaltranspirationalloss.

7

Fruitquality

Oftenfruitissoftorpuffydueto
potassiumandcalcium
deficiencies.Thisresultsinpoor
shelflife.

Fruitisfirmwithlongshelflife.This
enablesgrowerstopickvineͲ
ripenedfruitandstillbeableto
shipitrelativelylongdistances.
Alsolittle,ifany,spillageoccursat
thesupermarket.Sometestshave
shownhigherVitaminAcontentin
hydroponicallygrowntomatoes
thanthosegrowninsoil.

11
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Nodiseases,insects,animalsin
medium;noneedforcroprotation.

Justin White

ManysoilͲbornediseases,
nematodes,insectsandanimals
whichcanattackcrop,oftenuse
croprotationtoovercomebuildup
ofinfestation.

Fall ‘09 Thesis

diseasesandsoil
inhabitants

Adv. of
Hydroponics

5
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8

Fertilizers

Broadcastlargequantitiesoverthe
soil,nonͲuniformdistributionto
plants,largeamountleachedpast
plantrootzone(50Ͳ80%),
inefficientuse.

Usesmallquantities,uniformly
distributedtoallplants,no
leachingbeyondrootzone,
efficientuse.

9

Sanitation

Organicwastesusedasfertilizers
ontoedibleportionsofplants
causemanyhumandiseases.

Nobiologicalagentsaddedto
nutrients;nohumandisease
organismspresentonplants.

10

Transplanting

Needtopreparesoil,uprootplants
whichleadstotransplantingshock.
Difficulttocontrolsoil
temperatures,diseaseorganisms
whichmayretardorkill
transplants.

Nopreparationofmedium
requiredpriortotransplanting;
transplantingshockminimized,
faster"take"andsubsequent
growth.Mediumtemperaturecan
bemaintainedoptimumby
floodingwiththenutrientsolution.
Nodiseasespresent.

11

Plantmaturity

Withadequatelightcondition,
plantcanmaturefasterundera
soillesssystemthanundersoil.

Permanenceof
medium

Soilinagreenhousemustbe
changedregularlyeveryseveral
yearssincefertilityandstructure
breakdown.Underfield
conditions,mustfallow.

Noneedtochangemediumin
gravel,sandorwatercultures;no
needtofallow.Sawdust,peat,
vermiculitemaylastforseveral
yearsbetweenchanges.

13

Yields

Greenhousetomatoes15Ͳ20
lb/year/plant.

25Ͳ35lb/year/plant.

regula on, availability of crops in regions of the world having non-arable land, more eﬃcient use of

Adv. of
Hydroponics

Overall, the main advantages of hydroponics over soil culture are more eﬃcient nutri on

Fall ‘09 Thesis
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water and fer lizers (if preferred), no weed control or cul va on, no diseases or insects from the use

Justin White
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of a soil medium, and higher-density plan ng, leading to increased yields per acre.10
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Advantages of Vertical Farming
It should be understood that hydroponics is the wave of the future with all of the overwhelming
posi ve advantages. Now it is me to look at specifically the pros of taking that hydroponic
technology and pu ng it into a ver cal tower structure.
In an enclosed building, op mum temperatures can be controlled and maintained allowing for

healthier, faster growing plants and addi onally, a year round produc on schedule.
2.

Every 1 acre indoors is equal to an average 4-6 outdoor acres depending upon the species. This

is due to the fact that many layers of plants can be stacked on top of each other as well as other
considera ons of crop failures caused by the outside environment.
3.

There are no crop failures due to the environment whether it be droughts,

floods, pests, etc.
4.

Every crop grown is able to receive its special defined diet concerning

nutrient balance. No fer lizers, pes cides, or herbicides would be needed. All
crops would be healthy and organic.
5.

Justin White
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Adv. of Vertical
Farming

1.

14

Ver cal farming eliminates runoﬀ of these chemicals into the environment

and water supplies.
6.

Massive amounts of forests needing to be cleared for farmland would no longer be necessary.

The landscape can finally be returned back to nature and ecosystems restored.
7.

There would be an elimina on of infec ous diseases that are started at the agricultural level due

8.

The usage of fossil fuels would be greatly reduced, therefore global

warming. Currently, 1/5th of all fossil fuel is used for agriculture. This fuel
is used for plowing fields, harves ng, storing and refrigera ng the goods,
shipping either by boat or by tractor trailer, or in some cases shipping to other

Fall ‘09 Thesis

to the usage of feces as fer lizer.11

processing plants. An unbelievable 1500 miles is the average distance that any
given piece of produce travels un l it finally reaches the grocery store.12
The importa on of foods to the United States would be lessened. Every year U.S. imports of food

increases, shelling out money outside of our country.
10. Urban centers can now be considered sustainable environments.
11. Without first tes ng an indoor farm on earth, we will not be able to
live on the moon, Mars, or beyond. “At present a lot of research is being
carried out to develop hydroponic systems for the growing of vegetables on
the space sta on to be constructed in the future. Closed-loop re-circula ng

Adv. of Vertical
Farming

9.

systems are being designed and tested to operate under micro-gravity
long space missions.”13 The best way to test these systems would be to have

Justin White

them realized in industry use.

15
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environments. Hydroponic systems will grow food to nourish astronauts on

Fall ‘09 Thesis
Related Articles

Related Articles
Food Travel
How Far Does Your Food Travel to get to Your Plate?

On the Hawaiian island of Maui sits a sugar museum. In this museum tells the history of sugar
produc on. Right next door is a large processing plant surrounded by many acres of sugar growing.
Once the sugar is grown, the plant next door processes the sugar, but only to the “raw sugar” stage.
It is then shipped to California where it is refined into white sugar. This isn’t the end of the journey.
Next, the sugar is shipped across country to New York where it is then packaged into individual paper
packages to go onto tabletops. From there it is redistributed all over the country, even back to Hawaii.

10,000 miles. This is not the only product that does this. It’s not out of the ordinary by any means.
In fact, this is the standard for our current food system. Shipping food long distances for processing

Justin White
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If one is to drive from the sugarcane field the café, the sugar packet on the table has traveled

16

and packaging, or impor ng and expor ng foods that don’t need to be are standard prac ces
nowadays. “It is not only tropical foodstuﬀs such as sugar, coﬀee, chocolate, tea, and bananas that are
shipped long distances to come to our tables, but also fruits and vegetables that once grew locally, in
household gardens and on small farms.”14

this a big deal? Again, large-scale transporta on is consuming huge por ons of fossil fuels. “ We put
about 10 kcal of fossil fuel energy into our food system for every 1kcal of energy we get as food.”14
This transporta on exerts huge amounts of CO2 pollu on into the air. Also, in order to transport food
such long distances, much of the food is picked unripe and then gassed to a ripened stage a erwards,

Fall ‘09 Thesis

It is es mated that the average meal travels 1500 miles to get from a farm to your plate. Why is

or highly processed in factories using preserva ves, irradia on, or other means. Scien sts are even
experimen ng with gene c altera on to produce longer-las ng produce.

the U.S. Department of Agriculture to find out how far crops traveled to a Chicago “terminal market.”
This is where wholesalers purchase these goods to sell to grocery stores. These sta s cs were then
compared to figures of Ferry Plaza Farmers Market in California. Here are the results showing the
average distance each type of produce travels to arrive at the market:14

Related Articles

A major study put out by the Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture in Iowa compiled data for

SKY-FIELD
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Program
The tower will include a variety of diﬀerent users:
1.

Farmers will be present to harvest, maintain,

and process the crops. They will also be present on
the first floor marketplace selling produce.
2.

Researchers will have dedicated lab space to

Program

study be er ways of growing and make sure that opera ons are running smoothly.
3.

Students will be in the building a ending the agricultural school program. Educa on of the

younger crowd will ensure that ver cal farming becomes a long and las ng trend in the future.
4.

The general public will be in part of the building to purchase food and to go to the restaurants.
Due to the many users, specific zones will need to be established and programma cally designed

The largest part of the program will include the main farming area providing enough food for
20,000 people, or all of Stuyvesant Town. Based on a 2,000 calorie diet, the 20,000 people will need

Justin White
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correctly to keep the building eﬃcient and eﬀec ve.

18

approximately 2,250,000 sq feet of growing area.15 The crops being grown to allow for a healthy diet
will be le uce, strawberries, cucumbers, peppers, carrots, tomatoes, and soybeans. Processing will
take place in each sec on to either prepare the goods for sale or shipment.
VEGETABLES & FRUIT

2,250,000 sf.

PROCESSING

12,000 sf.

only themselves but for their eggs. Also, Tilapia will be grown as they are the favored fish to harvest
because of their rapid growth and ease of maintenance.
CHICKENS SLAUGHTER

97,000 sf.

PROCESSING

7,000 sf.

CHICKEN LAYERS

45,000 sf.

PROCESSING

6,000 sf.

TILAPIA

24,000 sf.

PROCESSING

4,000 sf.

using a grocery store.
MARKETPLACE

14,000 sf.

LOBBY

120 sf.

Program

The marketplace will sell all of the goods which the farm produces. It will be an alterna ve to

Fall ‘09 Thesis

Protein is an essen al part of the diet as well. To sa sfy this need, chickens will be raised for not

market. Vendors from the traveling Greenmarket could rent these out several days during the week to sell their goods.

4,000 sf.

A couple restaurants will be included in the building so that the food being farmed can be enjoyed right on site.
The delicious grown food will persuade the public to purchase goods down in the marketplace.
RESTAURANTS

8,000 sf.

Justin White

VENDOR SPACES

19
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Accompanying the marketplace will be rentable vendor stations. These will add attraction to coming to the

Fall ‘09 Thesis

A school will be part of the program so that children can learn of the future farming techniques. They can learn in
the classroom, take tours of the building, and carry out lap operations.

SCHOOL

24,000 sf.

Oﬃces will be used by the people who are keeping the building running smoothly. They may
be either researchers, teachers, or business administra on dealing with the marketplace. A mee ng

Program

room will help as addi onal support for when collabora on is needed.
OFFICES

800 sf.

MEETING

100 sf.

The control room will be placed on every floor to make sure that opera ons are running correctly.
A large amount of mechanical space will be needed for all hydroponic and grey water systems, as well
as normal building mechanics. Storage space will be required to store food which has either not been

Justin White
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brought out into the marketplace yet, or is being held for upcoming shipment.

20

CONTROL

3,000 sf.

MECHANICAL HYDRO, GREY WATER, ETC.

20,000 sf.

STORAGE

6,000 sf.

NET:

2,525,020 sf.

Farming:

AdministraƟon:
2,250,000

Oﬃces

800

Processing

12,000

Mee ng

100

Chickens Slaughter

97,000

Processing

7,000

Services:

Chicken Layers

45,000

Control

3,000

Processing

6,000

Mechanical

20,000

Tilapia

24,000

(Hydro, Grey Water, etc.)

Processing

4,000

Storage

6,000

NET:

2,525,020 sf.

Public:
Marketplace

14,000

Vendor Spaces

4,000

Restaurants

8,000

School

24,000
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Lobby

Program

Vegetables & Fruit
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Program Summary

Fall ‘09 Thesis

Problem Themes / Architectural Intentions

Crea ng an eﬃcient space is certainly one of my top desires. In any type of industry, business
plays a key role. It is all about cu ng internal costs and increasing price to return the highest possible
revenue. In agriculture this is certainly the case. A cash crop is one that is able to give an abundance of
product with a high yield. My job is to take an exis ng technology and incorporate it into an eﬃcient and
The building will incorporate a modern and sustainable vision, one that surpasses all that has been
built before it. Pulling energy from the wind and from the sun, it will transform those elements into
energy for the processes of the building. It must find those green prac ces that are true and successful

Themes /
Intentions

architecturally desirable building. It must be aesthe cally pleasing, as well as func onally sound.

and add to them.
The tower will convey to the public that a change in lifestyle is warranted. It will show that the

Justin White
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benefits of this ver cal farm far outweigh the conven onal grocery store in every aspect.

Fall ‘09 Thesis

Site Identification
The site chosen for this project is on the island of Manha an, New
York. New York City is hailed by many as the best place in the United
States, is the financial capital of the world, and is a symbol of America in
numerous ways. It is the most dense and populated city in the country

Site
Identification

as well. If the idea of ver cal farming can be done in New York, it can
and will be constructed in other ci es around the country. It would be a new icon which would be
marveled over and bring more fame to the city. Sco Stringer, Manha an Borough President states,
“We now have to talk and bring the green movement into our food supply. We will find a place in NY
to do this.”16
The site should be in an urban
func on as an eﬀec ve and close
alterna ve to the grocery store. Also,
the farm should be situated next to a large housing community that

Justin White

SKY-FIELD

center so that the marketplace could

24

would take advantage of all the building has to oﬀer. Lastly, the
loca on required easy access to a highway system in case produce needed to be shipped throughout
the area.
The chosen site is in the Lower East Side at the corner of Avenue C and East 15th Street. The

Fall ‘09 Thesis

The site is occupied by a sea of parking, a small park space, and a
commercial building. To the south is a large power plant which is perfect

Site
Identification

other half of the site borders the FDR Highway right next to the East River.

for water and energy conserva on. “More hydroponic greenhouse
cogenera on projects already exist in California, Colorado, Nevada and
Pennsylvania. Electrical power genera ng sta ons use water in their
greenhouse and providing dis lled water free of minerals for the growing
of plants in re-circula ng systems. This clean water is of par cular
advantage to growers in areas having normally hard raw water.”17

Justin White

cooling towers. This heated water can be used both for hea ng the

25
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opera ons will be linked with industries having waste heat. Such
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Aerial view of en re site.
Site situated next to the Stuyvesant Town housing project.

Fall ‘09 Thesis

Blue - Housing, Pink - Mixed use between housing and commercial, Yellow - Industrial, and
Orange is a highway.

Site
Identification

Dimensions of the site.

SKY-FIELD
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Aerial looking south. No ce the large power plant adjacent to the site.
Aerial looking west.

Whenconsideringasitelocation,agrowershouldtrytomeetasmanyofthe
followingrequirementsaspossibletoreduceanyrisksoffailure:

6 Closetoresidenceforeaseofcheckingthegreenhouseduring
extremesofweather.
7 NorthͲsouthorientedgreenhouseswithrowsalsonorthͲsouth.

Site
Identification

1 Fulleast,southandwestexposuretosunlightwithwindbreakon
north.
2 Levelareaoronethatcanbeeasilyleveled.
3 Goodinternaldrainagewithminimumpercolationrateof1
inch/hour.
4 Havenaturalgas,threeͲphaseelectricity,telephoneandgoodquality
watercapableofsupplyingatleastoneͲhalfgallonofwaterperplant
perday.
5 Onagoodroadclosetoapopulationcenterforwholesalemarketand
retailmarketatgreenhousesifyouchoosetosellretail.

Fall ‘09 Thesis

Table: Suitable Site Characteristics18

Here is an excerpt taken out of a hydroponic book sta ng the ideal characteris cs of the site for
any direc on to maximize sun orienta on. Wind will be used to ven late the building. Sustainable
technologies will be incorporated into this building including wind power. Other technologies can
include water exchange from the power plant and solar collec on.

Justin White

growing. All these condi ons are met 100%. The building has open space, enough to be situated in

29
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8 Aregionwhichhasamaximumamountofsunlight.
9 Avoidareashavingexcessivelystrongwinds.

Fall ‘09 Thesis
Site
Identification

19

This census report shows the
following popula on demographic
around the area. The red highlighted
20,000 people. This is the popula on
that the building is proposed to
support concerning food needs for

Justin White
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areas add up to a total of around
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the en re year. It doesn’t look like a
great deal, but this is a high density
area primarily comprised of high-rise
housing.

Fall ‘09 Thesis
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Site
Identification
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Table & Map: Greenmarket 200920
Shown here is the
farmer’s market loca ons
and schedule for every day
of the week. Not too far in
proximity from the proposed
site is Union Square which is

Site
Identification

the largest market of all of
Manha an. Also, Stuyvesant
Town and Tompkins Square
are even closer which feature
the market on a couple of
days. Stuyvesant is actually
the farthest east market
tower is complete, residents
on the eastern coast will now

Justin White
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available. A er the farming

32

have a much closer market to
go to.
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Env. Summary
Report

Environmental Summary Report
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Looking in the New York Zoning Resolu on, the proposed site is listed as:
M3-2
Images21

Heavy Manufacturing District (Low Performance)
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Env. Summary
Report
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the idea of ver cal farming is s ll in the development and research stage, nothing has yet to be
physically constructed. Many architects have brought to light their thoughts on the ma er and come
up with some type of model, which will be portrayed here.

Precedents

General Note: This sec on is composed of precedents which are all considered concepts. Since

Fall ‘09 Thesis

Precedents
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Precedents

“The Living Tower”
By: SOA Architects

42

Images22

Architects, the ver cal farm is located
in Rennes, France. This tower is very
modern in style and portrays a wrapping
of sorts around the exterior façade.

Fall ‘09 Thesis

Called the “Living Tower” by SOA

This ar s c wrap is very func onal as
well due to the combina on of program
consis ng of not only farming but
housing and business. The idea from the

Site Plan

integrate the key farming aspect into a
mixed
program.

Precedents

start was to see if it would be possible to

From the outside the clear glass
while the darker band consists of
small windows for the apartments and
floor plate is a mix of two types of
programs with one always being the
farming.
South Eleva on

Justin White

mee ng rooms. In this fashion, each
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accommodates the farming aspect,
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Precedents

Upper Plan - Showing apartments with
integrated farming.

44

Ground Plans - Market areas

Upper Plan - Showing business oﬃces and
mee ng rooms with integrated farming.

farming is actually sloped just as it is
perceived from the façade. This is most
likely for purposes of sun orienta on so
that the crops can receive the most light.

Fall ‘09 Thesis

In sec on it can be seen that the

Also, the center contains the core of
the building with all circula on as well as
harves ng and containment of the crops.

Precedents
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Construc on Detail and Facade

Justin White

Sec on - Showing ver cal circula on core and
plant loca ons sloping throughout.
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Precedents

Housing/Plan ng Wrap

46

Structure

Energy Produc on

Fall ‘09 Thesis
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Justin White

Interior - Business Mee ng Rooms

Precedents

Interior - Showing crops.
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Precedents

“The Eco-Laboratory”
By: Weber Thompson

48

Images22

farming. A strong emphasis is put into making the building sustainable. First through building ven la on
a varia on of temperatures can be customized for diﬀerent crop species through mechanical louvers.
The system starts outside capturing fresh air from a p-patch, another name for a garden, and forces
that air into the building. The cool air is pumped up from the bo om exhaus ng the hot hair out of the

Fall ‘09 Thesis

The Eco-laboratory by Weber Thompson is a combina on of a laboratory, housing, and of course,

top. Vents can be closed to keep the temperature warm for tomatoes for instance that prefer the ho er
climates.

Precedents
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Justin White

Building
Ven la on

Wind turbines are located on the roo op. Solar panels to capture the sun’s rays are not only located
on the roof but on the southern façade too. This building also takes methane from the plants waste.

Justin White
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Precedents
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In terms of energy, the laboratory tries to capture as much energy as possible from all elements.
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Energy
Cycle

best capture rainwater. The rainwater is then used for all of the housing throughout the building. Once
used both grey water and black water are recycled through a waste water treatment greenhouse. A er
treatment all of the water is considered grey water and now con nues onto the hydroponic systems for
the plants.

Fall ‘09 Thesis

The water cycle is another interes ng aspect. The shape of the roof was designed in a shape to

Precedents
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Water
Cycle
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NE View
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“The Vertical Farm”
By: Chris Jacobs

Images22
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“The Vertical Farm”
By: Gordon Graff

Fall ‘09 Thesis

Process - Conceptual Design

In the ini al stage of development, many ideas were explored on a range of diﬀerent levels. First,
I knew that feeding all of Stuyvesant Town required a massive amount of crops, thus a large amount
of growing area. Keeping in mind that the main goal was to get in as much sunlight as possible, the
the program didn’t necessarily need to be in one large building. The chickens and fish didn’t need
maximum sunlight, nor did the market or service areas. I began exploring diﬀerent ideas of having
mul ple buildings and arranging them on the site, all of which organized around a main central core.
At certain levels around the ver cal sha s, specialized program could be located: labs, mee ng rooms,
or public func ons such as restaurants. The lower levels could be the marketplace and retail area.

Conceptual
Design

tower needed to be thin and tall. Knowing that there was also several program requirements, all of

Justin White
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The following pages contain some ini al sketches of ideas and the Schema c Design presenta on.
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Design
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Process and Sketches

Alterna ve 1 - Mul ple structures rising
from West to East.

Alterna ve 2 - Mul ple structures rising
from South to North.

Fall ‘09 Thesis

Conceptual Design Presentation

Conceptual
Design
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Open spaces to let light in and ven late.

Posi oned for maximum sunlight.

Specialty floors around core when needed.

Justin White
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Conceptual
Design

Oriented for wind ven la on.
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Addi onal towers for fish and chickens.

Water reten on for hydroponics.
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Structure
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Structure a ached to core.
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Typical floor plan with core.

Park spaces / outdoor growing areas
(apples, oranges).
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Conceptual
Design

Presenta on Boards

Study Model
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Conceptual Design Conclusion

There were several important points of cri cism a er this stage. First, the tower seemed to be
spiraling down in a somewhat ineﬃcient direc on. In fact, the opposite direc on would have actually
seemed to be too large. It wasn’t necessary to have preparing, packaging, and storing rooms on every
floor. This program needed to be taken out of the center of the core and perhaps a ached to the side
of the core only when needed, similar to the labs. Another factor was that the other three descending
structures were blocking the light from each other. The circula on to them was not fully understood
either.

Conceptual
Design

been more successful in terms of light penetra on. Another factor of the tower was that the core

tower structure and spiraling form were admired.

Justin White
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Of course, there were a number of factors that needed to be thought out more in depth but the
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Process - Schematic Design

In this second stage of process, the intent was to take one design concept and coordinate its
ideas and strategies into a single coherent design scheme. At this point, I already had a very good
rela onships as well as loca on proximi es relevant to each other and the site. I started to map out
all of the plans focusing on one key aspect, fastest circula on mes from the upper level crop floors,
to the preparing and packing rooms, and then to either the market to sell or the service corridor to
ship. Planning for the best possible eﬃciency in that premise first, would ensure that my building

Schematic
Design

idea of my concept; I just needed to push it further. I worked on establishing basic programma c

works before molding it to my liking a erwards.
The following contains the schema c design presenta on drawings.
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Schematic Design Presentation
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1st Floor

Schematic
Design
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2nd Floor
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1st Floor Core Area
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2nd Floor Core Area
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1st Floor Slaughter-Chickens Processing

Schematic
Design
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2nd Floor Slaughter-Chickens
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1st Floor Egg-Laying Chickens Processing

Schematic
Design
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2nd Floor Egg-Laying Chickens
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1st Floor Tilapia Processing

Schematic
Design
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2nd Floor Tilapia
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60’ Bay Module

Structure

Zone Control of Crops
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Site Plan
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Program

Sec on
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Shipping / Receiving
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Public / Private / Ins tu onal

Schematic
Design

Green Spaces / Oﬃces
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Study Model

Schematic
Design
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Schematic Design Conclusion

There were a couple of comments which followed this review. First, the core s ll needed some
of goods rather than encouraging it. To solve this some func ons within the core needed to be moved
around and enlarged, especially major circula on paths. Also, the ven la on space between floors
seemed to be too large and unprac cal. The slab condi ons needed to be inves gated in order to
lower this dimension.

Schematic
Design

work because it didn’t seem to relate to the ac vi es that it served. The corridors impeded the flow

The second comment was a rather large sugges on. The idea of maxing out the site with crops
came into ques on. An addi on of a horizontal element was strongly advised. This would give more

Justin White
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crop produc on and use the full amount of sunlight that is brought upon the site.
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Process - Design Development

In the third stage of process, the building needed to gain more rigidity in its structure,
building from previous assignment, it was now me to nail down some dimensions and detail. During
this me I focused on coming up with a gridded structural system which would support the building. I
developed the idea of specialty plans and worked in detail on how the crop bays would work. I went
further into detail drawing the facade and even how the light would bounce into the distant crop
areas. Last, I worked on hydroponic details and what they might look like.

Design
Development

construc on, services, and presence. Once being sa sfied with the form and presenta on of the

The following contains the design development presenta on drawings.
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2nd Floor
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Typical Preparing Floor
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Labs
Restaurant

Design
Development
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Typical Floor with Structure
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Park Space / Fruit Growing
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Computer-controlled mirrors track the sun.

Transporta on of crops with crates.

Electric pallet jack used for transport.
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Development

Justin White

Longitudinal Sec on
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Sec on of top bays.
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SKY-FIELD

Main Idea: To Design an urban farming solution incorporating advanced technological and ecological ideas to create a
sustainable building supporting thousands of local residents.

Population

Design
Development

1

Entrance to site is right across from Stuvensant
Town with easy access to the market

Plans

Transportation

Flooding

Pesticides

Deforestation

Pollution

Site

East Side Site Context

Sun Diagrams: 9am, 12pm, 3pm

Perspective from Street (temporary)

The buildings take into consideration both solar
orientation and wind ventilation

Trucks will depart easily from the south side of
the building heading north towards 1st Avenue

Justin White
Gate Review
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Specialty Plans

GROUND FLOOR - SCALE = 1/16” = 1’- 0”

2

3RD FLOOR - SCALE = 1/16” = 1’- 0”

Justin White
Gate Review
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Structure/Construction

3

Justin White
Gate Review
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Systems

2 Fin components make up 1 - 60’ Bay. Each bay is made up of 4
sections. 1 Bay would be 1 particular crop which can be given its
own temperature and specific water nutrient requirements.

Lab Floor
SCALE = 1/16” = 1’- 0”

Restaurant Floor
SCALE = 1/16” = 1’- 0”

Each bay is accessed by alternating floor slabs, all of which have 2
means of egress.

Green Floor
SCALE = 1/16” = 1’- 0”

Elevations
Detail 02 - 1/8” = 1’- 0”
Typical Plan with Structure
Scale = 1/16” = 1’- 0”

ELEVATION 2
(working on detailed model)

Justin White
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The vertical farm will feed all of Stuyvesant
Town which is roughly 20,000 people

Site Plan (CAD plan coming with more detail)

SKY-FIELD

Plans

1. In an enclosed building, opƟmum temperatures can be controlled and maintained allowing
for healthier, faster growing plants and addiƟonally, a year round producƟon schedule.
2. Every 1 acre indoors is equal to an average 4-6 outdoor acres depending upon the species.
This is due to the fact that many layers of plants can be stacked on top of each other as well
as other consideraƟons of crop failures caused by the outside environment.
3. There are no crop failures due to the environment whether it be droughts, Ňoods, pests,
etc.
4. Every crop grown is able to receive its special deĮned diet concerning nutrient balance.
No ferƟlizers, pesƟcides, or herbicides would be needed. All crops would be healthy and
organic.
5. VerƟcal farming eliminates runoī of these chemicals into the environment and water
supplies.
6. Massive amounts of forests needing to be cleared for farmland would no longer be
necessary. The landscape can Įnally be returned back to nature and ecosystems restored.
7. There would be an eliminaƟon of infecƟous diseases that are started at the agricultural
level due to the usage of feces as ferƟlizer.
8. The usage of fossil fuels would be greatly reduced, therefore global warming. Currently,
1/5th of all fossil fuel is used for agriculture (3). This fuel is used for plowing Įelds,
harvesƟng, storing and refrigeraƟng the goods, shipping either by boat or by tractor trailer, or
in some cases shipping to other processing plants. An unbelievable 1500 miles is the average
distance that any given piece of produce travels unƟl it Įnally reaches the grocery store (5).
9. The importaƟon of foods to the United States would be lessened. Every year U.S. imports
of food increases, shelling out money outside of our country.

Lower Manhattan Site Location

Diagrams

SKY-FIELD

Project
Advantages of Vertical Farming

The idea is to create a tower of farming
which will support the needs of thousands
of local residents. Instead of using large
expanses of space in the mid-west, the
same space can be stacked on top of
each other into a sustainable, pracƟcal,
and extremely beneĮcial way in any
urban environment. The incorporaƟon
of the most state of the art technologies
as well as new sustainable pracƟces will
need to be researched and uƟlized. Part
of the proposal will include the use of
hydroponics, which is the growing of plants
in nutrient mineral water rather than soil.
The building will have an impact on
the people near its surroundings. It is a
challenge to change peoples’ habits of
shopping at the grocery store, and instead
shopping at a farmer’s market to purchase
fresh and organic produce. By supporƟng
local producƟon, it will help to again
change the supply structure.
In total, the verƟcal farm will respond
to the site context as most beneĮcial as
possible to change the lifestyle of people
and the industry of agriculture.
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Section 01 - Scale = 1/32” = 1’- 0” (will be updated with more
detail)

Crates of crops are able to stack on top of each other and are easily
transported throughout the building by means of an electric pallet
jack.

Section 02 - Section of top bays

VENTILATING DETAIL
(working on)

ELEVATION 3
(working on detailed model)

Sunlight is key in the design. Computer controlled mirrors will
track the sun and reflect light into the crop areas.

HYDROPONICS & STRUCTURE
SECTION PERSPECTIVE
(cut through section of bay showing
systems up above and structure down
below)

Elevation Diagram - Variation in floor slabs. Blue services 2 floors
while red services 1 (will not be used, model will be)

Diagrams

Diagrams

Framing Model

PROGRAM

Parti

4

Winter 2009 Thesis

Public vs Private

Program

CIRCULATION

STRUCTURE OF TURBINES

Hydronic systems are distributed along the center from the top
snaking down to the bottom of each partition where it is returned
by separate piping back to the grey water system.

Diagrams

Section 03 - Longitudinal Section

VENTILATING IN FACADE

??

Circulation

BY PRODUCT OF WATER
FROM POWER PLANT

HEATING/COOLING

Sun-lit vs Artificial-lit

Justin White
Gate Review
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Presenta on Boards
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Gate Review
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Justin White
Gate Review

feedback was given.

Design
Development

This presenta on was a pin-up only to make sure the project was on track. Therefore, no
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Design Development Conclusion
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had finalized the floor plans. I had also managed to create some very interes ng sec ons with varying
floor slabs. Now it was a ma er of looking at the eleva ons of not only the crop areas but also what
the marketplace and other public areas were going to look like. Presenta on was the primary focus
towards the end, in other words making everything look good. More perspec ves were started in this
process, and really trying to get a feel for what it would be like to be in this building.

Final
Presentation

The final stage consisted of ironing out all the wrinkles in the design. Fairly early in this process I
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Final Presentation
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Final
Presentation
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3 PM
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12 PM
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9 AM

Final
Presentation

Site Plan
Scale = 1/256”

Feeding Stuyvesant Town
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Final
Presentation
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Ini al Program

All Program Types

Public / Private

Entrance to Site

Trucking

Conserved Park
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Sunlit Vs. Ar ficial Lit
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Demineralized By-product
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Sun & Wind

Final
Presentation

Public / Private 2
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1st Floor
Scale = 1/80”

Final
Presentation
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2nd Floor
Scale = 1/80”
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Conserving Murphy Park

Final
Presentation
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Mezzanine Floor
Scale = 1/32”
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Marketplace
Scale = 1/32”
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1st Floor Core
Scale = 1/16”

Final
Presentation
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2nd Floor Core
Scale = 1/16”
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1st Floor Slaughter-Chickens Processing
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1st Floor Egg-Laying Chickens Processing
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1st Floor Tilapia Processing
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Crop Bay
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Hydroponics
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An urban farming solution incorporating advanced
technological and ecological ideas to create a
systematic and sustainable building supporting
thousands of local residents.

S3.00

S1.00

S1.00
S2.00

Advantages of Vertical Farming

1. Optimum temperatures can be controlled for
healthier, faster growing plants on a year round
schedule.
2. One indoor acre is equal to 4-6 outdoor acres due
to stacking of crop layers.
3. No crop failures due to weather.
4. All organic crops, no pesticides.
5. No more clearing of land for farmland.
6. Reduces risk of human disease spread through
crops.
7. Reduces fossil fuel use.
8. Lessens the U.S. importation of food products
keeping money in the country.

Population

Flooding

GROUND FLOOR

SUN DIAGRAMS

FLOOR 2-9
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Transportation Costs
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Deforestation
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“We now have to talk and bring the green
movement into our food supply. We will
find a place in NY to do this.” – Scott
Stringer, Manhattan Borough President,
NYC
INITIAL PROGRAM
“Vertical farming doesn’t seem so
magic beanstalk in the sky” (ref: Time
Mag)
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SITE PLAN

FEEDING: STUYVESANT TOWN

KEEPING MURPHY PARK

ENTRANCE TO SITE

TRUCKING

CONSERVED PARK
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This section shows the organization of the fish,
eggs, and chickens, which constitute the protein of
the diet. Levels of growing are above, while the
processing is located directly below.
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Here is a typical growing floor where artificial light
is being used to help facilitate the growing process
near the core.
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BAY STRUCTURE
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While the tower consists of a variety of different
kinds of vegetables, the lower building consists of
mainly wheat due to its significantly higher yield
from sunlight.
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This is a view from Stuyvesant
Town looking towards the
marketplace.
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The farm will incorporate not
only vegetables, but fruit as
well, allowing for a healthy
diet.
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The building will sell most of the food it produces
in the marketplace to the local community of
Stuyvesant Town.
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RETAIL

In total, the design is quite a success. Aesthe cally I find it pleasing and eye-catching while at
the same me I find it eﬃcient and beneficial to the community. With all of the advantages of having
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Conclusion

a ver cal farming tower, to me it just doesn’t make sense that a structure like this has not yet been
constructed. With all of the money and fuel we spend transpor ng goods to and from halfway across
the country, we could be inves ng that money into the future of farming. Past agricultural prac ces
stronger to deal with the condi ons outside. Our crops are constantly being wiped out by floods and
fires caused by climate change. The cost of food is consistently increasing due to the beginning lack
of fossil fuels. All of these problems can be solved with a solu on such as what has been presented in
this document. It’s me for a change to be built.
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are not going to be able to withstand the popula on increases. Pes cides just keep becoming
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Notes
1

Danzico, Ma . Discovery Channel. 20 August 2008. 21 May 2009 <h p://dsc.discovery.com/videos/

earth-urban-farms-grow-up.html>.
2

Walsh, Bryan. TIME. 11 December 2008. 21 May 2009 <h p://www. me.com/ me/magazine/

ar cle/0,9171,1865974,00.html>.
3

Brooks, Nora, Anita Regmi and Alberto Jerardo. “U.S. Food Import Pa erns.” August 2009. United

Notes

States Department of Agriculture. 14 January 2010 <h p://www.ers.usda.gov/Publica ons/
FAU/2009/08Aug/FAU125/FAU125.pdf>.
4

Despommier, Dickson. Ver cal Farm. 2009. 7 January 2010 <h p://www.ver calfarm.com/>.

5

Pes cide Facts. 21 May 2009 <h p://www.chebucto.ns.ca/environment/RATE/pes act.html>.

6

Resh, Howard. Hydroponic Food Produc on: A Defini ve Guidebook for the Advanced Home
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Gardener and the Commercial Hydroponic Grower. Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2002: 30.
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7

Emirates Hydroponics Farms. 14 January 2010 <h p://emiratesfarms.com/index.html>.

8

Resh, 33.

9

Resh, 31.

10

Resh, 34.

11

Despommier.

12

Food Travel. 21 May 2009 <h p://www.cuesa.org/sustainable_ag/issues/foodtravel.php>.

13

Resh, 30.

Food Travel.

15

United States Department of Agriculture. MyPyramid. 14 January 2010 <h p://www.mypyramid.
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gov/>.
Danzico.

17

Resh, 29.

18

Resh, 30.

19

New York City Department of City Planning. 21 May 2009 <h p://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/home.

html>.
20

Council on the Environment of New York City. 14 January 2010 <h p://www.cenyc.org/files/gmkt/

Notes

16

map.pdf>.
New York City Department of City Planning.

22

Despommier.
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